
 

My Statement 
di Luca Scotto di Tella de’ Douglas (Prof. Dr. Luca Scotto di Tella de’ Douglas di Castel di Ripa)

 

In the major part of World Nations/Countries, abortion is legal and easily available.

My personal Religion considers a pure hypocrisy this so 
Ethics. 

Millions of people are ready to fight for animals, for ecology, for Nature and this is great for Our 
thinking BUT, strange thing and strange think, they are not (NOT) interested to defend babies.

 

 

Why a human defenseless baby is not considered important bu
to throw in the garbage container as unwhished is something that We are unable to understand 
following the Pathway of God…. But a baby is not a software program to simply and aseptically 
reset:                                  
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He is a living being, a sacred gift from the Lord that We are worshipping and serving.  We are the 
Soldiers and Crusaders of God, the True God, the God of Love that is Love, pure Love. 

 

Why so much care for a baby pet, for a seal, a bird, a dog, a cat, a dolphin, why so much 
indifference fo the human unborn? 

 

You can call the abortion “Freedom of Choice” but is remaining what abortion is for real, the killing 
of a baby in the mother’s womb by a very slow torture and death, slaughtering of the love,                   
of mercy, of compassion, of pity. 

  

No one can deny that in the morther’s womb there is a human being growing up but because people 
likes to play with the words, abortionists declare that since he is not yet a person (if they let him live 
and come to light it would become) they can kill the baby. 

 

My Religion is expressing a very strong opposition to abortion, at first as a means of birth control, 
family planning, sex selection, or any reason of mere convenience. By me all members and clergy 
of True Religions are called to promote and respect the sanctity of every human life from 
conception to natural death.  In the light of our conviction that the fetus has the right to live and 
develop as a member of the human family, we see abortion, the termination of that life by the act of 
man, as a great moral evil. True Religions teaches that "human life must be respected and protected 
absolutely from the moment of conception.”. Abortion is a practise that was and remains terribly 
wrong because is going to attack, to torture and to kill an innocent one, a defenseless baby, a God’s 
gift symbol and promise of the Life We will have after death and gym of sacrifices and satisfactions 
and true love for parents.  For Us the first right of the human person is his life and that life is 
assumed to begin at fertilization.  In Religion and Ethics, inviolability or sanctity of life is a 
principle of implied protection regarding aspects of sentient life which are said to be holy, sacred, or 
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otherwise of such value that they are not to be violated. This applies to both animals and humans 
because they are holy and worthy of life. We believe that all kind of Life is sacred, all the Nature, 
Animal and Human but by a theological Christian point of view what should be a big point to 
meditate and focus on it is the “sanctity of human life”. 

 

I am not against the people involved in the sin e crime of abortion by a Theological Reason, I can 
understand that in some cases Women and Girls decided to join abotion because alone and without 
the right support, I am not pointing the finger because I am not God, We are all sinners, We do not 
discriminate people who have aborted  and/or promoted abortion but I feel that they must be 
genuinely sorry for what they performed against the Sanctity of Life and against the Life inside the 
womb, defekseless and work after this prodigious change of thought, change of action and change 
of life, life, rebirth and transformation by the Holy Spirit. 

 

We have the Moral, Religious DUTY to declare what is wrong and what is right, in the Name of 
God, protecting Life, promoting Justice. 

 

Even if abortion is made legal by a State, the Church must to explain that for Us this is not (NOT) 
real Justice. A State cannot give the Licence to KILL babies. 

 

Some historical comparisons suggested from the N.F.O.F.L.. 

 

1857. The Dredd Scott Decision of the Supreme Court (U.S.A.) approves slavery in a 7-2 vote, 
thereby declaring blacks as non-person, i.e., property of their owner (master). 

 

1973. The Roe versus Wade Decision of the Supreme Court (U.S.A.) approves abortion in an 
ironically 7-2 vote, thereby declaring unborn children as non-persons, i.e. property of their owner 
(mother). 

 

Laws created to conform with the new ruling allowed owners the freedom of choice to buy, sell, 
torture and even kill their property (masters were allowed full control over their slaves’ bodies). 

 

Laws created to conform with the new ruling allowed owners the freedom of choice to keep, torture 
and even kill their property (mothers were allowed full control over their unborn children bodies, in 
truth born but inside the mother’s bodies, unborn only outside of the mother’s bodies). 

 

Court decided that abolitionists could not impose their morality on slave owners because slavery 
was legal. 

 



 

Court decided that pro-lifers could not impose their morality on other mothers because abortion was 
legal. 

 

Slaves had no voice – they were de
regain their rights. 

 

Unborn children have no voice –
torture and death and to regain their rights.

 

Religious leaders, Law makers denounced the immorality and cruelty of slavery.

 

Religious leaders, Law makers denounced

 

Even the latest medical science available in early times had to be used to help doctors prove that 
blacks were humans. 
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Search as well, on Google Images or Yahoo Image,                       
by the keyword: aborted baby 
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